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Jun 12, 2012 Subscription Information. and help with programming, setup, and post-sale assistance. * Programmed with
Motorola software, which enables the use of more than 250 programmable features. Commercial Series Radio Cps R05.10 25.
Custom Programming. Setup for a Multi-Channel, Trip, and Display Radio: A typical Multi-Channel, Trip, and Display radio
features a stack of up to 26 receiver channels and a click 'tone' that automatically activates when a channel changes. Jun 26,
2010 Commercial Series Radio CPS Cps R05.10 25 1. Introduction Welcome to the Motorola Commercial Series Customer

Programming Software (CPS) for the MC40P, MC80P, MC30, and MC400 radios. Commercial Series Radio CPS R05.10 25 2.
Service. The MC series radios were the first Commercial series radios to be manufactured, introduced in 1994. Commercial

Series Radio CPS R05.10 25. Category:Motorola Category:Radio technologyQ: What's the best way to get a user's comments in
their message history? We have a fairly active forum-ish system which are essentially Message Logs. We're looking for the best
way to get the latest comments of user's messages. For now, we have a unique table in database to store the message references,
the text of the message and the user whose message it was. Database structure: Message Table ------------ id Primary Key text

Text of the message userId Refrence to the user who posted it Then we have a comments table and in this we have the following
fields: Comments Table ------------- id Primary Key commentId Refrence to the message id userId Reference to the user who
has written it text Comment made by user (or Admin) Now the problem is that some comments can be made by multiple users

and we have to store the comments not only of the one user making it, but also of any admin that changed or approved the
comment later. For now, we've been storing the comments by first ID and then setting a column to be either 1 for admin or 2 for

user, and have been trying to get
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Dec 5, 2010 The latest AGPLV protocol version is V1.08. The latest ILV protocol version is V1.04. Both are required. If the
ILV V1.04 doesn't install successfully, please refer to RVN4184V. Feb 15, 2012 CPS R06.01.00 - (RENO and WEST)
Indicates radio is a CP110 Radio, CRS is R06.01.00. Nov 4, 2012 Product coding is now starting to be more common place in
CPS, not just ILV and AGPLV. As an example CPS R06.01.00 is being used by the XTS3000 radios. Dec 11, 2016 Citizen
Electronics has begun moving away from ILV and AGPLV protocols to ACTOR which is designed for the modern mobile
processor using the ARMv8 processor. CPS R07.00.00 is being used by XMS3000 Radio's in addition to the NEW: R08.00.01
and TUNER R05.01.00. Dec 11, 2016 Citizen Electronics has begun moving away from ILV and AGPLV protocols to ACTOR
which is designed for the modern mobile processor using the ARMv8 processor. CPS R07.01.00 is being used by XMS3000
Radio's in addition to the NEW: R08.00.01 and TUNER R05.01.00. Jun 17, 2017 Citizen Electronics has begun moving away
from ILV and AGPLV protocols to ACTOR which is designed for the modern mobile processor using the ARMv8 processor.
CPS R09.00.00 is being used by XMS3000 Radio's in addition to the NEW: R09.00.01 and TUNER R05.01.00. Sep 16, 2017
Citizens Edition: The latest version is SEP 5 (v9.03) due to the change to EMAIL for update, User Location and profile updates,
and changes to the message boxes in the windowed store. Users will need to update to SEP 5. Check your version before your
sync. Nov 29, 2018 Citizen Electronics has begun moving away from ILV and AGPLV protocols to ACTOR which is designed
for the modern mobile processor using the ARMv8 processor. CPS R10.00.00 is being used by XMS3000 Radio's in addition to
the NEW f678ea9f9e
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